One Size Does Not Fit All: A Grounded Theory and Online Survey Study of Developer Preferences for Security Warning Types
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ABSTRACT
A wide range of tools exist to assist developers in creating secure software. Many of these tools, such as static analysis engines or security checkers included in compilers, use warnings to communicate security issues to developers. The effectiveness of these tools relies on developers heeding these warnings, and there are many ways in which these warnings could be displayed. Johnson et al. [46] conducted qualitative research and found that warning presentation and integration are main issues. We built on Johnson et al.’s work and examined what developers want from security warnings, including what form they should take and how they should integrate into their workflow and work context. To this end, we conducted a Grounded Theory study with 14 professional software developers and 12 computer science students as well as a focus group with 7 academic researchers to gather qualitative insights. To back up the theory developed from the qualitative research, we ran a quantitative survey with 50 professional software developers. Our results show that there is significant heterogeneity amongst developers and that no one warning type is preferred over all others. The context in which the warnings are shown is also highly relevant, indicating that it is likely to be beneficial if IDEs and other development tools become more flexible in their warning interactions with developers. Based on our findings, we provide concrete recommendations for both future research as well as how IDEs and other security tools can improve their interaction with developers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Security warnings are a form of a computer dialog communication, e.g., used to notify users about potential risks of their actions and security issues [8]. Research into human interaction with security warnings has been studied for decades in cases such as browser warnings and phishing alerts for end users. This research shows that end users often struggle with security warnings, but that taking human factors into account can improve adherence to these warnings [6, 7, 13–15, 17, 31, 33–35, 58, 64–66]. Software developers can also encounter security warnings while programming and, just like end users, can become frustrated by these messages. Examples of severe security issues in software development are the use of deprecated security parameters or functions for end user password storage in a database endangering a large amount of sensitive user data [4, 52–54] or the misuse of TLS enabling man-in-the-middle attacks [32]. Consequently, improving security warnings for developers is a desirable research goal [43].

Many tools can be used by developers to spot potential security issues, such as compilers or static and dynamic code analyzers (e.g., [12, 47, 55]) and there is already work underway looking at these different types of systems. For instance, recent work by Gorski et al. has shown that warnings shown by the compiler can improve code security [42]; however, Barik et al. showed that reading compiler warnings takes a significant amount of effort and that improvements are needed [11, 12].

In the realm of static analysis, Johnson et al. conducted a qualitative study to examine why developers don’t use static analysis tools. They found that the way in which warnings are presented, lack of fixing help and the poor integration of warnings into developers’ workflows has a detrimental effect on the use of such supporting tools [46].

In this paper we build on Johnson et al.’s work and examine developers’ wishes concerning how and when they would like to receive security warnings. There are many different ways warnings can be shown, e.g., in the compiler output, with underlines and warning markers in the code window, in a stand-alone security view, or as pop-ups. In the rest of the paper we will refer to these as different warning types. Warnings can also be shown at different times during the development process. To help inform how tools design warning message interaction, we conducted research on these two aspects of warnings for developers. We specifically did not study the content of the warnings, the underlying accuracy of the warnings (i.e., false positive rate), or additional features such as quick fixes, since these can be applied to all warning types and are orthogonal to our research.
To this end, we conducted a Grounded Theory (GT) study with 14 professional software developers and 12 computer science students, to build a working theory as to how developers would like to interact with warnings. We compared the following security warning types which could be shown in an IDE: markers in the code view, compiler output, dedicated security view, general warning view, pop-up warnings, and warnings on committing. As it is recommendable when doing this kind of qualitative work, we triangulated the early results by using a focus group with 7 academic researchers to include new themes into the GT study. To gather quantitative insights into the theories developed from our qualitative research as well as selected themes from Johnson et al.’s qualitative work, we ran an online survey with 50 professional software developers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First, we discuss related work (Section 2) and our methodology in detail (Section 3). Then, we present our explanatory theory in Section 6, whereas our quantitative analysis can be found in Section 7. In Section 8 we discuss the implications of our study and provide recommendations for security warning design for developers.

2 RELATED WORK

Barik et al. [12] conducted an eye-tracking study with student developers to investigate Java compiler error messages. They examined different compiler errors in the Eclipse IDE and found that developers needed slightly longer to read and understand an error message than writing source code. They also found that developers actually read error messages. In a further study, Barik et al. [11] investigated compiler errors and how developers understood error messages. They conducted a comparative study of 68 software developers for two compilers (Jikes and OpenJDK) for Java and examined 210 compiler errors from Stack Overflow. In their study, Barik et al. focused on the warning message and argumentative structure and found that developers preferred errors with a clear argumentative structure of the error or with solutions to the problem.

Wogalter et al. [27] deployed the communication-human information processing (C-HIP) model describing the interaction between computers and humans for warnings and risk communication. This model specified that communication components, like attitudes and beliefs of the receiver, play a role in communication. Furthermore, Wogalter et al. [67] summarized studies on general warning design and provided examples to increase the visibility of a warning, such as coloring, wording, and layout. They also mentioned the location of warnings as a crucial factor.

Gorski et al. [42] investigated the effect of python compiler warnings on preventing security API misuse. They found that developers improved their code after seeing the compiler security warnings. They stated that API designers could include warnings in their design to trigger compiler warnings.

Moreover, many tools and static analyzers were introduced to help developers manage security issues. For instance, Christakis and Bird [25] surveyed 375 developers from Microsoft to investigate their perceptions of automatic program analysis. Their results summarized the characteristics and functionality a program analyzer should have. They found that false positives should be limited to 15-20%. Furthermore, the majority of their participants wanted program analyzer output to appear in the editor instead of the build output or code review. Therefore, we concentrated on warnings for IDEs and editors.

Nguyen et al. [55] proposed the plugin FixDroid, which offered warnings and quick fix dialogues for security issues in the Android Studio IDE, and found that developers approved FixDroid, which helped produce more secure code.

Smith et al. [63] conducted an exploratory study with 10 novice and experienced software developers to explore how they resolve security defects while using static analysis tools. Participants used Find Security Bugs and requested more information on security vulnerabilities, associated attacks, and fixes, but also on the software and its social ecosystem, on related resources and tools. Smith et al. gave recommendations on how future tools could leverage their findings to facilitate better strategies, e.g., the integration of a context-informed web search with a specialized search engine.

Johnson et al. [46], who investigated the reasons why developers rarely used static analyzers, found that large volumes of warnings, false positives, and poor warning presentation caused developers to stop using analyzers. Furthermore, Johnson et al. [45] conducted a qualitative study, in which 26 participants interacted with warnings from FindBugs, the Eclipse Compiler, and EclEmma. The authors presented their resulting communication theory, which revealed understanding the notifications posed multiple challenges, which are caused by gaps and mismatches between developers’ programming knowledge and communication methods used by the notifications. In addition to that, the authors concluded that expectation mismatch challenges focus on visual communication and that tools can improve how they communicate to developers if they would respect developers’ knowledge and experiences.

The related work above examines many different aspects of security warnings for developers, e.g., how to improve compiler warnings, how developers interact with static code analyzers, how to improve static code analyzer warnings, etc. We add to this work by broadening the scope and examining which form of warnings developers might prefer, e.g., would they prefer to receive warnings via the compiler or from a static code analyzer while they are programming or via a pop-up warning before they commit code.

Furthermore, Bailey et al. [10] found that participants performed worse on interrupted than on non-interrupted tasks. They recommended to notify the user in an appropriate moment in order to limit the disruptive effect on the main task. Hudson et al. [44] presented promising results by using sensors (audio and video recording) to form statistical models to predict the interruptibility of users in order to assess when a task can be interrupted. Robertson et al. [59, 60] compared the effects of two interruption styles on end-user programmers: negotiated-style and immediate-style interruptions. They found that negotiated-style interruptions were more accepted than immediate reactions [60] but can differ in their intensity. In their follow-up study Robertson et al. found that high-intensity negotiated-style interruptions had a similar effect as immediate-style interruptions [59]. In our analysis, we included warnings using both interruption styles (e.g., warning markers as examples for negotiated-style interruption and pop-ups for immediate-style interruptions) and found that our participants’ views on the interruption styles reflected the findings of the above studies.
3 METHODOLOGY

Our study consists of two parts. First, we conducted a GT study based on Charmaz [21] with theoretical sampling [26] to get a broad overview of the problem space. We followed up this qualitative work with a quantitative survey to test the developed themes and our explanatory theory [25].

To design and test the semi-structured interview guideline for the GT study, Dillman’s [30] three-stage pretesting process was followed. First, to decide which types of warnings to use, related work on security bugs was reviewed, and the findings were discussed with eight colleagues from the field of computer science. Second, the guideline was reviewed by a professional developer using a think-aloud approach. Third, a pilot study with two computer science students was conducted to test the study design and to iron out ambiguities. Through this process, some ambiguities were found and eliminated, and wording was improved. The final guideline can be found in supplementary material.

All 26 semi-structured face-to-face interviews were conducted by one researcher and lasted between 30-40 minutes each. In addition to the interviews, we conducted one focus group with seven academic researchers using the same guideline. This was done in order to ensure data reliability and validity by using multiple data-collection methods (methodological triangulation) [28, 29, 39, 62]. The focus group was moderated by the same researcher who conducted the interviews.

The participants were asked which IDEs they had experience with and in which areas of software development they had worked in the past or were still working in. Then, the participants were shown different types of security warnings, which are introduced in the following section. Follow-up questions were asked by the interviewer to clarify different statements the interviewee expressed. All interviews and the focus group session were audio-recorded and transcribed afterwards.

3.1 Types of Warnings

We created a generic picture of an IDE in which we could illustrate different types of warnings. The following warning types were illustrated: (1) underlying code with a yellow line and showing a warning marker at the left of the line of code (see Figure 1). This is a common warning marker used by many IDEs. We added one variation of this using (2) blue as a new color for security warnings. We also added a lock icon as the warning marker. (3) We illustrated a warning view inspired by static analyzer plugins, such as FindBugs [36], PMD [57], and SonarQube [61] (see Figure 2). This view contains both security and non-security related bugs as is done by these tools. (4) A variation of (3) in which the view contains solely security warnings. (5) We illustrated a security warning as part of a compiler output (see Figure 3). (6) We included a pop-up warning since they are commonly used for warning end users even though we have not seen them for security issues within the IDE yet (see Figure 4a). We included two more pop-up warning variants. (7) A pop-up which warns the developer if she is about to commit code that contains security issues (see Figure 4b) and (8) a variant of (7) in which there is an option to create a ticket to delegate the warning to a colleague. The 8th warning type was added as part of the GT approach based on feedback from participants from a security start-up. All warning visualizations were printed out on A4 paper and spread out on a table for the participants to view. Since a number of warnings contain only slight variations, all warnings were explained to participants before feedback was elicited. The warning variations (4) and (8) as well as the interview protocol can be seen in the supplementary material.

3.2 Recruitment

Qualitative Study. The theoretical sampling approach [26] was used to recruit the participants. This means that after coding each interview, new participants were sampled either with similar or different criteria depending on whether categories and themes needed to be confirmed or extended.

We started the GT process with computer science students sampled from our university, through the mailing lists of several different lectures (both security and non-security lectures were sampled). The student participants were compensated with €15 and had a median programming experience of 3.5 years (Md = 3.5, μ = 4.25, σ = 3.72). After we “defined and tentatively conceptualized relevant ideas that indicate[d] areas to probe with more data” [19, p. 107], we moved on to recruit professional software developers with more programming experience to develop and refine categories. By using our industry contacts, professionals with a median of 10 years of programming experience (μ = 11.85, σ = 8.54) were recruited from different companies including start-ups, government institutions.
Demographics Qual. The demographics of our participants can be found in Table 1. The participants' nationalities included the following: German, Indian, Bangladeshi, Turkish, and Macedonian (with the majority of the participants being German). The sample included more males than females (male: 26, female: 6, other: 1) and a wide range of ages (19 - 61 years, μ = 33, Md = 30, σ = 10.68), as well as a wide range of software development experience (min = 1 year, max = 30 years, μ = 9 years, Md = 5 years, σ = 7.9). The majority of the participants (28/33) had a university degree. Nine participants were graduate students in computer science; 3 were undergraduate students. Furthermore, 14 participants were professional developers (4 start-up, 4 financial sector, 5 public sector, 1 freelance developer), and 7 were academic researchers. We numbered our participants based on where we recruited them. In the following sections, S1-S12 denote students, A1-A7 indicate academic researchers, D1-D14 indicate professional developers. Further information on the participants’ development fields, experiences with IDEs and programming languages can be found in the supplementary material.

Quantitative Study. The recruitment of a reasonable number of professional software developers for quantitative research studies is challenging [5, 9, 49, 52]. Thus, we used multiple channels for recruitment. We recruited developers by using (1) a professional recruitment service offered by Qualtrics [2], (2) our database of software developers who previously took part in studies, (3) our professional and industry contacts and (4) XING [3]. Qualtrics calculated that the filling out the survey should take 15 minutes and charged us €41 per participant for recruitment and data collection. We requested that they recruit up to 50 developers for us. Participants recruited via the channels (2), (3) and (4) were compensated with a €20 Amazon gift card.

Since compared to end-user surveys the compensation for our survey was fairly high, we saw the risk of non-developers signing up for our study and faking it and thus, compromising our dataset. To counter this problem, we designed a small programming pre-test with the aim of filtering out non-developers. The test was a multiple choice question with a code snippet where participants needed to understand that the program printed out “hello world” backwards. The question had 6 options of which 2 contained backwards text. We tested the suitability of the question by having 56 MTurk [1] participants and 12 computer science colleagues solve it. Additionally, we asked if participants had programming experience. Of the 56 MTurk, 31 claimed to have programming experience of whom 5 picked the correct answer. Of the remaining 25 MTurkers who stated that they had no programming experience, none picked the right answer. Of the 12 computer science colleagues only two picked incorrectly. The two colleagues and one MTurker who stated to have programming experience picked the incorrect backwards answer. We decided to remove the second backwards option since we did not want developers to spend more time than necessary with the discriminator. The final programming question can be found in the supplementary material with the rest of the survey. All participants were shown the test, independent of our recruitment channels. Only if participants were able to solve the pre-test, we invited them to take part in our online survey. As is standard practice, we also added an attention check question [48] to our survey to filter out careless respondents.

Demographics Quant. Through the different channels, we recruited a total of 176 participants (129 through Qualtrics and 47 through other channels). Of the 129 respondents from Qualtrics, 96 did not pass the programming test, 5 failed our attention check question, and a further 4 were discarded for quality issues. Since a high number of Qualtrics participants failed the programming test, we manually inspected all the remaining participants. We conducted sanity checks to sort out participants with obviously false results.

---

Table 1: Qualitative Analysis: Demographics for n=33

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Male: 26</th>
<th>Female: 6</th>
<th>Other: 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>min: 19, max: 61</td>
<td>μ: 33, Md: 30</td>
<td>σ: 10.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University Degree</td>
<td>Yes: 28</td>
<td>No: 4</td>
<td>NA: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main Occupation</td>
<td>Professional developer: 14, Academic researcher: 7</td>
<td>Graduate student: 9</td>
<td>Undergraduate student: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationality</td>
<td>German: 22, Indian: 3</td>
<td>Bangladeshi: 2, Turkish, Macedonian: 1 each</td>
<td>NA: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Development Experience [years]</td>
<td>min: 1, max: 30</td>
<td>μ: 9, Md: 5</td>
<td>σ: 7.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
e.g., if their indicated years of employment were higher than their age. Two participants failed the sanity checks and were discarded from our analysis. Finally, we had 22 valid answers of Qualtrics participants.

Of the 47 participants recruited through other channels than Qualtrics, 4 failed the programming test. Thirteen participants passed the programming test, but did not proceed with the online survey and 2 further participants did not pass our attention check. Finally, we had 28 valid responses.

The data reported herein is from the 50 valid responses recruited through Qualtrics and other channels. Average survey completion time was 21.77 minutes (Md = 17.75, σ = 11.30). The demographics of our participants are shown in Table 2. Participants are currently working in development in Germany (n = 25, 50%), the US (n = 18, 36%), the UK (n = 4, 8%) or in Europe (n = 3, 6%). The sample included 40 males and 9 females (other = 1) and a wide range of ages (24 - 63 years, μ = 8.9, Md = 36, σ = 8.9), as well as a wide range of software development experience (min = 2 year, max = 30 years, μ = 12.96 years, Md = 11 years, σ = 8.21). Forty-two of the 50 participants had a university degree. Forty-four participants indicated to work as a software developer, 2 as a researcher and 4 in other IT fields. On average the team size of participants was 9.9 and ranged from 1-50 (Md = 6, σ = 9.6). More information on participants’ demographics is available in the supplementary material.

### Table 2: Quantitative Analysis: Demographics for n = 50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Male: 40</th>
<th>Female: 9</th>
<th>Prefer not to say: 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>min: 24, max: 63</td>
<td>μ: 33, Md: 36</td>
<td>σ: 8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamsize</td>
<td>min: 1, max: 50</td>
<td>μ: 9.9, Md: 6</td>
<td>σ: 9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Development Experience</td>
<td>min: 2, max: 30</td>
<td>μ: 12.96, Md: 11</td>
<td>σ: 8.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country of work</td>
<td>Germany: 25</td>
<td>USA: 18, UK: 4</td>
<td>Europe: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>Software developer: 44, Researcher: 2, IT Manager, IT Security consultant: 1 each, IT Security researcher, Software security architect: 1 each</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Evaluation Methodology

**Qualitative Study.** The interview and focus group transcriptions were evaluated independently and iteratively by two researchers using the *constructivist grounded theory method* of Charmaz [16, 19, 20, 22]. This method is used to establish a theory that is grounded in qualitative data by coding interview transcripts in a repeating process while taking memos. The method assumes that researchers cannot be completely unbiased or without opinions on their research topics: “Rather than being a tabula rasa, constructionists advocate recognizing prior knowledge and theoretical preconceptions and subjecting them to rigorous scrutiny” [20]. Since our understanding of the warnings was developed through literature research and discussions with colleagues, we considered the constructivist approach as an appropriate method to evaluate our data.

Based on GT, our codes emerged inductively as themes were identified during the coding process [40]. After coding each transcription, the codes were updated and the guideline was adapted according to the results. We used theoretical sampling [26] to establish new insights about our codes, categories and themes. Data reliability, validity, and saturation were ensured through *triangulation* via the application of multiple external analysis methods, such as having more than one researcher exploring the phenomenon (*investigator triangulation*) and using multiple data-collection methods as interviews and focus groups (*methodological triangulation*) [28, 29, 39, 62]. Since the focus group was used as a complimentary data acquisition mechanism, we evaluated it accordingly to the interviews by applying the coding techniques of GT methodology [19, 50, 51, 56]. In the following, we present an example for the GT process applied in our study:

**Code:** After each interview, we coded the interview transcripts and extracted different codes. For example, we extracted the code *functionality first, security second* from the following statement: “When the code is not running, I will first try to fix the code before addressing security warnings... so before saving my work, let me go through all the warnings, not while I’m coding” (D5). Another code example for the code *if critical, code is not released* is as follows: “If there are security relevant findings in the code, they are displayed and if they are critical, the code is not released.” (D13).

**Category:** The code examples presented above suggested the category *functionality vs. security*.

**Theme:** Based on our memos we prepared during coding, codes and categories, we extracted different themes [41]. For example, the above example demonstrated the presence of the theme *when to address security (action)*. Other theme examples presented in our interviews were *how and when to display security warnings, team, and code review*.

**Theoretical sampling:** We started our initial sampling with students. After we constructed conceptualized categories from data, we sampled to develop these categories, i.e. to obtain more data that helped us to explicate the categories. For example, while full-time students stated that they would consider security after their code is running without errors, student assistants of a security start-up perceived both functionality and security of code as equally important. Thus, the category *functionality vs. security* required to be refined and we continued sampling developers from a start-up company with security focus.

**Theoretical saturation:** Saturation was achieved when no new themes, theoretical insights and properties of categories emerged. For example, we perceived the category *functionality vs. security* as saturated when we were able to explain it in a “theoretically sufficient” [19] way, i.e. the idea of *functionality first, security second* was not tied to students or experience but to company culture and thus the organization has a huge influence on when developers address security.

**Theory:** We studied “how—and [...] why—participants construct meanings and actions in specific situations” [19]. As suggested by Charmaz [19], we used the idea of theoretical sorting to develop a diagram out of our memos, themes and
This section describes the limitations of our study, which must be interpreted with respect to the fact that "both researchers and research participants interpret meanings and actions" [19].

Due to the fact, that GT themes and theories evolve continuously throughout the study, we will only present the final themes and theory. The full GT process including themes and the codebook with examples from the interviews can be found in the supplementary material.

In order to obtain the inter-coder agreement, we followed the approach of [18]. The coding schemes were compared, and inter-coder agreement was calculated using Cohen's kappa coefficient ($\kappa$) [24]. The agreement measured 0.81 (a value above 0.75 is considered to be a high level of coding agreement [38]).

Quantitative Study. Due to the distribution of our data we used non-parametric tests. We used Friedman’s ANOVA to compare the preference score among the warning types. This omni-bus test was followed by pairwise Wilcoxon Rank sum tests with Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple testing. Further, we used the Pearson correlation test in order to examine correlations between two variables. We chose the common significance level of $\alpha = 0.05$. We used Bonferroni-Holm corrections for all tests concerning the same dependent variable. The corrected p-values are denoted with $\text{cor-p}$.

4 ETHICS

The institutional review board of our university approved our project. Participants of our qualitative study were provided with a consent form outlining the scope of the study, the data use and retention policies. We also complied the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) regulations. The participants were informed that they could withdraw their data during or after the study without any consequences, as well as the practices used to process and store their data. The consent form was handed out before the interview, and the participants were asked whether they had any additional questions. All of the participants received a copy of the consent form. Participants of our quantitative study were provided the same consent form (adapted for online studies) at the beginning of our survey and had to consent before they could proceed with answering the questions. They were also asked to download the consent form for their own use.

5 LIMITATIONS

This section describes the limitations of our study, which must be taken into account when interpreting the results.

Grounded theory and theoretical sampling is not aimed at creating a representative sample and thus, the qualitative part of our study can make no claims with respect to generalizability. To get a broader view of the developer population, we used several recruiting measures to gather developers for our survey. Due to the difficulty of recruiting developers, we offered a higher payment than is typical for end-user survey, which could temp non-developers to take part and lie about their occupation. To minimize the potential for cheating we included a programming knowledge test to remove non-programmers from our survey. A surprisingly high number (96 of 129) of Qualtrics participants failed this programming test. This made us concerned that the remaining 33 Qualtrics participants might have selected the right answer by chance. However, in our MTurk counter-sample all participants who selected the correct answer also stated that they could program. Since the MTurk participants had no incentive to lie, we feel confident that the majority of correct Qualtrics answers were made by real developers. We nonetheless manually double checked all remaining participants from all samples to check for inconsistencies and did not find anything out of the ordinary and thus, continued with our evaluation. However, since other developer studies have been done using the Qualtrics service e.g., [9], one of the lessons learned from our study is that it is absolutely necessary to include these kinds of test-questions.

Finally, interviews and surveys rely on self-reported data and thus, are subject to self-reporting bias. Therefore, the results of our paper should only be seen as the first step in this research agenda. They are meant to be used to inform the design of further studies in which the participants interact with the different warnings.

6 RESULTS OF QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

Through evaluation of the interviews, we found that different factors can influence whether, how, and when developers would like to be warned about security issues. As suggested by qualitative research experts [25], we present an explanatory theory that is grounded in the data collected from our participants:

**Context is the key to designing and presenting security warnings to developers. It plays a major role in determining how developers will react to security warnings. We found that the developer's stated preferences are based on the coding purpose, developers' characteristics, team, and organization context.**

Figure 5 summarizes the relevant aspects of our key theory. We found that there are a lot of aspects to consider when designing...
warnings for developers. First, we found that developers’ characteristics play an influential role in security warning preferences. Developers have different levels of knowledge and experience with software development and security; therefore, they require varying levels of support. Moreover, developers cannot stay up to date on every security issue (D1), nor can they ensure that their work is constantly free of errors, and sometimes they might lack security awareness altogether (S1, S5, A4). Additionally, their familiarity with concepts, habits, and workflows can vary, which implies that diverse warning approaches may be necessary.

Moreover, the purpose of developing an application can differ from project to project. For test projects, warnings could be less intrusive or turned off completely. However, measures will be required to ensure that projects with existing security issues are not released by mistake while the security warnings are deactivated (because of remaining in a test mode).

Finally, the team context is important to consider. For example, further requirements emerge if delegation of security issues occurs or a peer review process is possible. On the one hand, more experienced colleagues or a person responsible for security issues could be helpful during the code review process. On the other hand, the participants remarked that it is difficult to work on unfamiliar projects or snippets of code. Furthermore, if nobody feels responsible for delegated security issues, they will remain unsolved. Team size is an especially important factor affecting familiarity with code and feeling responsible for security issues that arise in other developers’ work.

Based on the GT approach, we separate our findings into three phases: (1) the display phase; (2) the action phase; and (3) the code-review phase. The context is relevant for all the three phases. The following sections provide more insights on the three phases.

6.1 Phase One: How to Display Warnings

We found customizability for security warnings to be a desired feature: “I need the option to configure everything” (D8) and “I think it depends on habits. I don’t think there is one IDE to fit everyone” (A4). In particular, preferences on the different types of security warnings, color and marking code passages differed between developers. Some developers (S5, D9) liked the current yellow warning color, while others favored a specific color for security (S1-S4, S6-S8, S10-S12, D1, D3, D4). S2, S8, D2, and D4 even wanted red as warning color, although red is currently used for syntax errors. Furthermore, A4 proposed looking for different preference profiles and suggesting them to developers. A detailed analysis of the different types of warnings can be found in the following sections.

Warning marker. All of our participants had experiences with the standard warning marker, which appears in yellow. However, some participants (S2, D1, D2, D4) noted that they tended to ignore them. The yellow marker allows code to compile and could, therefore, be regarded as less important. Furthermore, D13 reported that it is difficult to find markers in a large code base, and there is not enough space to display the warning message properly.

By contrast, D9 stated that markers are in-line and can be found directly in the source code without the necessity for other views or windows. Therefore, the warning marker was often favored by our participants. A number of participants (S2-S4, S6, S7, S10, S11, D10) stated that a warning marker with an individual color for security (e.g., blue) is more visible and more specific because security would be highlighted. The start-up participants especially liked the idea of an extra symbol to indicate a security issue (e.g., a lock next to the line). In contrast, D9 and S5 liked the warning marker in general but did not care about the color.

Warning and security view. Most IDEs allow plugins to add sub-windows to the IDE and have the option to switch to dedicated views with a set of windows for a specific purpose, such as debugging or security testing. However, a number of participants (S1, S6, S8, S9, D2, D6, D9, D10, D14) found that the user interfaces of IDEs are already overloaded: “There is lots of other stuff [...]. And sometimes we don’t see those lower left or right corners” (S6). A1, A4, and D1 also said it was necessary to familiarize themselves with new plugins because they were not accustomed to looking at the corners of the screens where the warnings are positioned. This assumption is supported by the results of Wogalter et al. [67], who found previously that the location of warnings is crucial for warning design.

Developers (D7, D8, D11, D14) who previously worked with plugins, liked them because they provide summaries of important security issues, which creates a more flexible workflow. Therefore, plugins and additional views can give developers the convenience of looking at warnings whenever they have the time to check their code for issues.

Compiler warnings. Our participants had mixed feelings about compiler warnings. Some participants (S4, D1, D3, D6, S12) found that compiler warnings could be easily overlooked because the compiler can produce a lot of information, which can hide warnings.

By contrast, other participants (S1, S2, S9, S11, D4) had positive feelings about compiler warnings and even stated that they could be one of their favorite warning approaches. For example, S2 said that for some developers, compiler warnings could be useful and comfortable if they check the output regularly. Other participants (S2, S9) liked compiler warnings because they do not distract from the programming process. This allowed developers to resolve the problem on their own schedule.

Pop-ups. The majority of our participants did not like the idea of pop-ups because they were considered distracting, annoying (e.g., S1-S3, S5-S12, A1-A4, D1-D9, D11-D14), and disrupted the programming and workflow (e.g., A1, D3, D8). In addition, “visual staining” with different pop-ups on the IDE interface was a problem for D9, meaning that pop-ups are visually distracting and facilitate frustration instead of compliance. Since use cases can always differ, false positives could be additionally annoying if they are displayed through pop-ups.

However, while participants with more programming experience had negative opinions about pop-ups, participants with less programming experience (1-4 years of programming experience) favored pop-ups. Some students (S2-S4, S6, S10) found that in very important cases, distracting pop-ups could be useful to catch the attention of the programmer. S6 explained, “Pop-up warnings could be there for a very important purpose” so that “the user is actually forced to solve the issue” (S4). Additionally, some of the experienced participants (e.g., A1-A7, D8) admitted that pop-ups could be useful in certain situations, such as when a developer initiates an action like committing code.
Warning on committing. The vast majority of our participants found warnings on committing to be one of the best, or even their favorite warning approach which we will discuss below.

6.2 Phase One: When to Display Warnings

Most of our participants wanted to get warnings at two distinct times, once during programming and once before committing.

Many liked the committing warning because it is the most visible and noticeable (S1, S4, A2, D1, D3). This type of warning also fits perfectly into their workflow because they are required to look for bugs and security issues before committing (S8, A2, D1, D3, D5, D8). They especially liked the idea of “having an additional stop sign that says: Are you really sure?” (A2) to highlight security issues they might have forgotten or missed (S6, A1, A2, D1, D3, D8).

However, there was also vocal support for being shown warnings as soon as something was done wrong (S1, S2, S4, S6, S7, S11, D1, D4-D7). However, participants also stated that they would like to have warnings shown when they find time to deal with the issues because, as D4 stated, “Quality costs time. That’s the way things are”. This of course is a lot harder for a computer program to judge, but it is an interesting research goal. In other words, workflow needs to be respected when warning developers:

“On one hand, you want to bother people at the right time. On the other hand, you don’t want to prevent people from working” (A2).

A common problem most participants in Johnson et al.’s [46] study faced with analysis tools, was the inability to temporarily ignore or suppress certain warnings. Our participants had different opinions on whether it should be possible to postpone the display of warnings with security focus. Several participants (S1, S8, S11, D1, D6, D7) said that disabling security warnings should not be possible because security is of high importance and forgetting about security issues can have fatal consequences (S1, D13, D14). Therefore, S11 and A1 liked the idea of handling warnings as errors, which would force them to fix the issues, while D4 requested blocking commits and merge requests if security warnings are not fixed.

However, several of our participants (S10-S12, A1-A2, D1, D4, D12, D14) pointed out the importance of identifying why a specific application is being developed (code purpose). If developers are programming an application for test purposes, disabling warnings should be possible even within a security context. If an application is released to the public, the programmers definitely have to receive security warnings. Especially, developers who are not aware of security issues should be warned before they submit projects in the “test mode” (A1, A4). Still, the majority (S4, S9, S10, S12, D2-D4, D6, D8, D9, D11-D14) indicated that ignoring warnings should be possible because false positives can occur and the tools need to stay flexible.

6.3 Phase Two - Action

While the characteristics and purpose of an application influence how and when developers want security warnings to be displayed, the organization can affect the perceived trade-off between functionality and security. Consequently, the organization can determine when developers act and address security issues.3

We found that participants working in different contexts had different attitudes about how and when to approach security issues in their software. First, most of the student participants (S1-S4, S6, S7-S10) said they would consider security issues after their program was functional. This observation was also found in a password storage study conducted with computer science students by Naiakshina et al. [53]. Usually, computer science students are programming in a university context where they are not required to consider security issues outside security lectures and thus, often instead concentrate on submitting functional solutions in the first place. It seems that the institutional context can affect when a computer science student chooses to address security.

Moreover, we found that professional developers from companies without a strong emphasis on security (A2, A4, A5, D6, D7, D10) weigh up on organization requirements on when and how to deal with security issues:

“As soon as [the program] has to pass through quality control […], we have to fix the security issues” (A5).

Time restrictions could lead developers to neglect security (D7). In addition, participants from the public sector (D6-D10) reported that general security guidelines existed in their organization, but they were not project specific and did not provide enough technical guidance (D8, D9). Additionally, nobody in the organization was responsible for verifying whether these security guidelines were met (D8, D10). Still, the participants from the public sector (D6-D10) referred to various static analyzer tools that are used in their organization, after their programs were finished.

By contrast, companies that place a high emphasis on security required developers to ensure the security of their software. D11, D12, and D13 noted that they took extra time to address security issues because of policies that needed to be fulfilled before submitting their projects. Accordingly, developers from security-focused companies reported addressing security issues as soon as they arose (D1-D4) or at the end of the development process (D11-D14). Consequently, these participants preferred viewing warnings immediately and on committing with an automated security ticket.

6.4 Phase Three: Code-Review

S12 stated that in large open-source projects, it is difficult to deal with warnings because he is not familiar with the code created by other developers. Therefore, in further interviews, we asked whether our participants would like to be shown the security issues of other colleagues. We found that the team context can influence the code-review process during the software development life cycle. Thus, perceptions of the various types of warnings differed from team to team. In order to involve more experienced colleagues in the review process, participants from the start-up company that emphasized security, requested an option to create a security ticket automatically when committing. We also found that this idea was preferred by developers who were employed by security-focused companies (D1-D4, D11-D14). For example, D3, D4, and S5 indicated

---

3We have to note, that developers’ personal traits might also affect their preference for certain employers and vice versa.
that they liked to see the warnings of team members, especially when code was merged with unsolved security issues. In their organization, a maintainer reviews merge-requests, and they thought it was important for the code reviewer to see their unsolved warnings as well.

However, developers working for companies without an emphasis on security and those working alone or in a big team said that such an option could lead to unsolved issues (D8-D10). D10 provided an example of someone who could take advantage of such an situation: “Reporting frees me of responsibility! [...] I have reported [security issue], so I will never have to work on it again!” The participants pointed out that project organization (D8 and D14) and the team size (D9) should also be considered. D9 argued that with 5 or 6 developers on a team, it could be possible to realize an effective delegation process. However, he also identified problems that could arise:

“We have frequent changes among the staff, and hire external developers [...] so it doesn’t make sense here. [...] If you have a security team it would make sense” (D9).

Delegating a warning can create a situation where nobody feels responsible for solving the issue because responsibility is not clearly defined (D9, D10, D12).

7 QUANTITATIVE STUDY

Based on our qualitative findings, we wanted to test our main hypothesis, that no one warning type dominates all others.

7.1 Survey Design & Warning Preference Score

To gather further insights and test our hypothesis, we designed and ran an online survey. The full survey can be found in the supplemental material.

Since we wanted to keep the survey below 20 minutes, we decided to combine the similar warning types from the qualitative study. Our qualitative findings revealed that the related types of warnings warning view and security view were similar evaluated by our participants. Therefore, they were only shown one warning and simply asked whether they wish to have a global or a security specific warning view. We also showed three different warning markers in yellow, blue and red in a single image and let participants additionally choose their color of preference. To make the warnings easier to see on a computer screen and particularly mobile devices, we cropped out the IDE leaving only the actual warning in the image. Participants were shown the different types of warnings in a randomized order and were asked to rate the following 6 statements on a 7-point Likert-Scale [37] for each type of warning:

S1 I would like to be informed about security issues in my code with this type of warning.
S2 I would be quickly annoyed by this type of warning.
S3 It would be easy to overlook this type of warning.
S4 IDEs already have too many warnings of this type.
S5 I am familiar with this type of warning.
S6 This type of warning would fit into my workflow.

The statements were extracted based on participants’ views of different warning types from our qualitative research. Further, we asked questions about the different context aspects which we established in our qualitative analysis like organization policies and participants’ characteristics.

In order to compare the warning preference of our participants, we calculated a warning preference score for each type of warning. We included 4 of the 6 statements to the score, which could be evaluated as a positive (S1 and S5) or a negative (S2 and S3) attitude towards a security warning. S4 and S5 were not included in the preference score since they cannot be assessed as either positive or negative statements. For instance, not being familiar with one type does not make the type automatically more or less liked. We calculated the score of at most 24 points as follows: \((S_1 + (7-S_2) + (7-S_3) + S_5) - 2\).

7.2 Results of Quantitative Analysis

Our analysis of the quantitative study is structured in the following way. First, we provide an analysis on how developers want to be warned comprising our hypothesis. Then, we give insights on when developers want to be shown the warnings, at which time they want to deal with the warnings and how the different types of warnings fit in their workflow. Finally, we discuss the committing warning with security ticket based on the reported team sizes.

One Size Does Not Fit All. Looking at the mean values of the warning preference scores for our warning types, we can provide a ranking. The minimum score was 0 and the maximum score was 24.

(1) Warning marker (mean = 16.9, \(\sigma = 4.06\))
(2) Warning view (mean = 16.6, \(\sigma = 3.86\))
(3) Compiler warning (mean = 14.7, \(\sigma = 4.91\))
(4) Warning on committing (mean = 14.68, \(\sigma = 4.7\))
(5) Warning on committing with security ticket (mean = 14.46, \(\sigma = 4.97\))
(6) Pop-up warning (mean = 12.8, \(\sigma = 5.5\))

For the warning marker participants favored different colors: 22% chose blue, 22% favored red, 18% preferred orange 14% fancied violet and 14% yellow, 4% picked pink, 1 participant chose green, 1 grey and 1 answered “configurable no fixed color”. One participant noted “Please consider color blinds or different color schemes when designing. A few of my teammates are color blind and IDEs are like hell for them.”

No one warning type dominates all other. In order to assess our main hypothesis that different warning types appeal to different developers, we used a Friedman’s ANOVA omnibus test to examine the differences of the means of our 6 warning types (\(p < 0.000\), \(\chi^2 = 481.49\)). Afterwards, we calculated post-hoc pairwise Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests and corrected them with the Bonferroni-Holm correction. After the correction, the results show that the best (warning marker) and worst (pop-up warning) rated warning types have significant different scores (\(cor = -0.003\)) as well as pop-up compared to warning view (\(cor = -0.007\)). Figures 6a and 6b display the frequencies for the preference scores for warning markers and pop-up warnings. Figure 6a shows that while the majority of participants rated the warning marker with a higher preference score, however, there are some low ratings as well. For the pop-up warnings (Fig. 6b) the opinions split into a positive and negative camp. And despite pop-up warnings having the lowest overall score, 11 out of 50 participants ranked it higher than the marker warnings, which
was the most popular warning type. But the easiest way to see that no one or even two warning types would suit all developers is shown in Figure 7. Here we plotted the preference score ranking of 10 random participants for each type of warning. Each spike in the graph indicates a preference jump within one participant and the spread of point shows that all warning types have low, high and medium scores. This shows that the preferences our participants reported cannot be met by any tool that only offers one or even two warning types.

Years of programming experience and warning preferences. While our qualitative results suggested that the more experience developers had, the more positive they were about the different warning types (except for pop-ups where the reverse was true), our tests did not reveal any significant correlation for any of the warning types.

We tested whether there is a correlation between the years of programming experiences and the preference for warnings, but found no correlation. Warning preferences could depend on developers’ experience level but we found no evidence in our sample for a negative or positive correlation.

Personal security focus is correlated with higher preference score for at least one warning type. We asked our participants to rate their personal focus between security and functionality using a slider with the mid-point indicating equal focus. We coded a security leaning focus as a positive value for security focus. We found that the self-reported security focus followed a normal distribution over our participants. We selected the preference score of the favorite warning type of each participant and tested whether this score correlated with the security focus. We used the maximum preference score instead of a combined score since it could be that one participant favors one type of warning in particular while disliking all other types of warnings. We found a small positive correlation ($r = 0.343$) between the self-reported security focus and the preference score for the most favored warning type ($cor-p = 0.01^*$, confidence interval (CI) = [0.07, 0.56]). Participants who reported to have a higher security focus were more likely to rate one or more warning types with a higher preference score. We can make no claim as to the causal relationship between these two variable, however, we believe it is worth exploring whether positive experiences with warnings could increase the security focus of developers.

When to Display Warnings. Table 3 summarizes the time points when our participants preferred to be warned. Multiple answers were possible and as above it is clear that no one time is the clear winner. It is likely that configurability would be beneficial.

Snoozing warnings. Figure 8 shows participants’ views on how they would like to be able to ignore warnings. As can be seen most features are fairly well balanced, again showing the heterogeneity of developers’ wishes. The least popular option by overall weight is turning off security warnings entirely, but even there almost 50% expressed a positive view.

Action - Secure coding policies and responsibility. Almost one half of our participants (46%) reported to have no security coding policies from their organization. We found that the security focus appeared to be normally distributed, showing that developers have different security focuses. Further, the security focus of the organizations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Preference of Warnings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>While coding - right away</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While coding - after completing a function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>While coding - in regular intervals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before running</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before committing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On demand (e.g. by clicking a button or opening a view)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Time preference of warnings
Warning, snooze and delegation. Developers should be able to specify when they want to deal with security warnings and have the ability to snooze or delegate them. This is inline with Johnson et al.’s [46] qualitative results.

Context is key: Workflow Taking the workflow of developers into account is highly important but can be complex in some cases. While it is easy to show warnings before developers commit code, other wishes of developers are less straightforward to implement and require further research. For instance, a simple time based snooze is most probably not an ideal solution. A more intelligent snooze functionality that can take into account the current programming context and workflow of the developer holds more potential.

Context is key: Environment Team composition, role within the team, company policies and personal knowledge level all play important roles in how developers want to be warned. Current warning designs try to create the single best warning. Our research suggest that warnings will need different form, content and workflow integration based on the environmental context.

9 CONCLUSION
We conducted a qualitative grounded theory based study with 33 participants (26 face-to-face interviews and a focus group with 7 participants) from different fields of software development and evaluated their opinions on diverse security warning approaches. We developed the theory that context is the key to designing and presenting security warnings to developers. It plays a major role in determining how developers will react to security warnings. We found that the developers’ stated preferences are based on the coding purpose, developers’ characteristics, team, and organization context. We followed this up with an online survey with 50 professional developers to develop a more detailed understand and develop recommendations for warning design. The quantitative results confirm that context and in particular workflow play a major role and that developers have very different wishes where it comes to warning interaction. Our take away message is that one size does not fit all and it would be beneficial if tools not only give developers more configuration options within a single warning type but offers a selection of warning types and times.

We see two interesting avenues for future research. Firstly, the data we gathered in this study is self-reported. We plan to run several lab and field studies to test the effects configuration options. In particular, we are interested to see real world interaction with security pop-up warnings and to tie in warning content with warning types. Furthermore, we think it is an interesting field of research to find the right time to warn developers without clear cut preferences. Using machine learning it might be possible to detect times when developers would be particularly receptive to warnings or when they are in the flow and should not be disturbed.
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